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Cooperative Café 



Look back on a time when you learned a 
new skill, retained it, and used it. 

What one thing do you think was most 
responsible for your learning? 



70 – 20 – 10 

Which number approximates 
the amount of learning adults 

get from formal courses?



“I don't see a lot of efforts to help 
learners set their goals and choose their 
resources. We should not actually 
provide the learning for them. Let them 
do their learning on their own and find 
their own ways to learn.” 

– Allan Tough (2003)



Explicit and Tacit Knowledge

Tacit Knowledge

Procedural 
& 

Declarative 
Knowledge

Explicit 
Knowledge



“We recommend that curriculum-
development experts be used to 
integrate adult learning principles into 
this [contract management] training.  
The Virginia Institute of Procurement 
(VIP), for example, uses small group 
strategies and course guides in its 
procurement training that leverage 
adult learning principles.   VIP’s 
approach to training helps build a 
community of practice for 
procurement professionals.”

 California Task Force on Reengineering IT 
Procurement, August 2013



Adult Learning Principles

Readiness to Learn

Active Involvement

Sensory Learning

Individual Differences

Build on Experience

Practice  

Get Feedback



Readiness

Why do you 
need to 
learn?

What do you 
know about 

learning already?



How should the topic be 
engaged to guide experience, 
promote reflection, and allow 

application?



“Adults retain about 10% of what they 
read, 20% of what they hear, 30% of what 
they see, and 50% of what they hear and 
see.  But if adults become actively 
involved in their learning, those 
percentages rise to 70% of what they say 
and 90% of what they both say and do.”

 McCain and Tobey, Facilitation Basics





Models of Learning

Social/ 
Group

Mental 
Models

Cognitive Behavioral

Inquiry

Experiential



Who is learning the most here?



Blended 
Learning

Writing &

Telling

Reading & 

Hearing
Reflection

Role playing,

simulations, case studies 

Teaching

Seeing & 

Doing Active 

Engagement
How?



Spacing Retrieval

Elaboration Interleaving



“ Staff has an ongoing internal 
mentoring program which benefits 
both the staff member acting as 
mentor as well as the less experienced 
person.” 

– Cobb County (GA) School District





Where Can More Be Learned 
About The Topic?

• NIGP publications & 
resource library

• Communities of practice, 
e.g. yours; Nsite (online)

• ISM and other publications 
on purchasing and supply 
management

• The internet



Who Can Help Assess Learning? 
Peer-to-Peer Training

• Involve peers in training 
design and planning, 
however informally

• Use “conversations” 
creatively

• Use peers’ experience 
and expertise to help 
assess



When can I practice?

Informal job shadowing

Use after-action reviews

Table-top simulations



What did we expect to 
happen?

What 
actually 
happened?

What are the 
reasons for the 
difference?

What did 
we learn 
that can 
used in the 
future?



Mock 
Negotiations



Why
• Why learn this?  How does it relate to the job?

What
• What needs to be learned given prior knowledge and expertise?

How

• How should the topic be engaged to guide experience, promote 
reflection, and allow application?

Who
• Who can help assess whether the learning happened?

Where
• Where can more be learned about the topic?

When
• When can the knowledge or skill be practiced?

5 Why’s and a How of Learning



On-Line Training: Learning? 
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